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The Spectator, Oct. 6. 2016.



Students are fighting back against the PC creed A pro-free speech – and anti-NUS – movement is gathering steam at universities all over Britain Last week, students at York University Now, however, a counter Stepford staged a walkout from the sexual rebellion is stirring. Students are sick consent classes organised by their of being patronised, so they are student union women’s officers. A shooting down this PC creed. They quarter of the freshers decided they aren’t hurling Molotov cocktails or didn’t want to be lectured to by union staging sit ins, as students of old did, worthies about when it’s OK to have they’re setting up free speech societies, sex. So they got up and left. boycotting patronising lifestyle ‘These talks are inherently patronising lectures and, most strikingly, voting to of both genders,’ said Ben Froughi, a get out of the suffocating grip of the third year accounting student at York, National Union for Students. These who had stirred up sex class dissent by Students for Sanity, as I call them, are handing out leaflets telling students the reclaiming their rights. classes were optional and they didn’t Following the election of Malia have to attend. Bouattia as NUS president in April, But sex consent classes are mandatory students around the country have at some universities, including called into question the entire Cambridge and Oxford. Young people legitimacy of the NUS and what they are being chaperoned through the view as its undemocratic writ over minefield of sexuality, often against student life. Bouattia is famously batty. their will. Union officials make out ‘as In 2014, when she was the NUS black if they are more enlightened’, says students’ officer, she refused to back a George Lawlor. He is another revolter: motion condemning Islamic State, a 20 year old politics student at claiming that anti Isis sentiment is used Warwick who caused a media stink to stir up ‘blatant Islamophobia’. Her last year when he published an article bluster about the ‘Zionist led media’ about why he didn’t need consent has got some students wondering if classes, with a photograph of him she’s a conspiracy nut, and possibly holding a sign that read: ‘This is not prejudiced. For many students, what a rapist looks like.’ Lawlor tells Bouattia’s rise to the top of the NUS me he was ‘crucified in the media’ for confirms this outfit is more interested taking on the censorious campus in pushing potty political lines than in naggers — ‘but I survived’. Other fighting for students’ rights. students will survive too if they stand The Students for Sanity aren’t only up to the PC tyrants, he says. irritated by the NUS’s crackdown on Something dramatic is happening on the liberty to think but also by its campuses. Two years ago, in this meddling in students’ personal lives. magazine, I wrote about the rise of the Many student unions have policies Stepford Students. These are the governing ‘banter’. Some forbid the student leaders who might look and making of ‘sexual noises’ in bars. sound rad but who are really just Others have banned adverts for pub officious meddlers in the lives of crawls: they ‘promote binge drinking others. Whether they’re banning and unruly behaviour’, in the words of sombreros because they’re offensive to the Aberystwyth SU. ‘Student leaders Latinos or No Platforming right are attacking the things that make wingers and off message feminists, university fun,’ says Peters. ‘[They] these student officials strangle debate, used to fight for your right to party; and have tried to turn campuses from nowadays they’re nothing more than hotbeds of social and intellectual badly dressed conservative politicians.’ interaction into starched ‘safe spaces’. 
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